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SECTION - A
(Very Short Answer)

Answer all the Questions. Each question carries one mark (6x1=6)
1. Kyoto Protocol is related to

2. State any two long term consequences of plastic use.
3. Clarify the concepts, 'Flora'and 'Fauna'.

4. Name any two toxic gases causing Acid Rain.

5. The term, 'Ecology' was coined by

6. Who started the Organic Movement Navadanya ?

SECTION _ B
(Short Answer)

Answer any six questions. Each question carries two marks. (6x2=121
7. Mention any two objectives behind Green Audit.
8. Comment on the term, "Genetic Engineering',.

9. l-9-qtj{. any two differences between'Endangered' and'Extinct' Species
on earth.

10. What is meant by "Desertification"?

1 1. lntroduce the concept, "Eutrophication,,.

12. "Mining creates threat to the Mother Nature". Narrate any two issues.
13. 

|tJflX,i,Hl, 
any two benefits of 'Going Digitat' initiatives to reduce

14. Mr. Milan is detected COVID positive. ln such a case, what must be the
symptoms seen in him ?
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SECTION _ C
(Essay)

Answer any four questions. Each question carries three marks. (4x3=12)

15. Outline the different health issues associated with Air Pollution.

16. Highlight the major achievements of Nature Activists in
Chipko Movement.

17. Analyse the impact of Climate Change on human livelihood.

18. Mr. Samir has an unused wasteland in his locality for many years.
Suggest him some effective eco-friendly measures to make this hnd more
productive.

19. Compare the'ln=situ' and'Ex-situ' conservation with examples.

24, lnvestigate on the merits and demerits of Rain water Harvesting.

SECTION _ D
(Long Essay)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries five marks. (2x5=10)

21. "Growing Technology has started ruining our Bio Diversity to great extent".
Do you agree ? Exemplify your answer.

22, Examine the role of NGOs towards Environmental Protection in recent
scenario.

23. "Urbanisation poses serious damage to forest cover in lndia". Critically
analyse with examples.

24. compare and contrast 'Renewable'and Non-Renewable'sources of
energy in lndia.


